A method exploiting the properties of an artificial ͑nonphysical͒ Langevin dynamics with a negative frictional coefficient along a suitable manifold and positive friction in the perpendicular directions is presented for the enhanced calculation of time-correlation functions for rare event problems. Exact time-correlation functions that describe the kinetics of the transitions for the all-positive, physical system can be calculated by reweighting the generated trajectories according to stochastic path integral treatment involving a functional weight based on an Onsager-Machlup action functional. The method is tested on a prototypical multidimensional model system featuring the main elements of conformational space characteristic of complex condensed matter systems. Using the present method, accurate estimates of rate constants require at least three order of magnitudes fewer trajectories than regular Langevin dynamics. The method is particularly useful in calculating kinetic properties in the context of multidimensional energy landscapes that are characteristic of complex systems such as proteins and nucleic acids.
I. INTRODUCTION
Substantial interest exists in the conception of computer methods that can accelerate the simulation of conformational kinetics in a variety of condensed matter fields, spanning from material science to biomolecular chemistry, for systems that undergo rare transitions between two or more important conformational states. 1, 2 For example, many important kinetic properties of proteins, nucleic acids, or their complexes can be cast in terms of paths in multidimensional spaces, i.e., trajectories describing the time evolution of phase points between unfolded and folded geometries or between active and inactive states. The renewed theoretical interest in rare event kinetics is fueled, on the experimental side, by recent single molecule experiments that have started to offer the unique possibility to distinguish subpopulations, detect intermediates, or describe path heterogeneity, kinetic properties which otherwise would be hidden in ensemble measurements. 3, 4 The hope is that, on the theoretical side, atomistic simulations, as virtual single-molecule experiments, can follow the above properties with temporal and spatial resolutions not available to the experiments.
However, while the theoretical formalism that connects the statistics of trajectories to kinetic properties is rigorous, 5 its numerical implementation for complex systems is marred by severe difficulties. The simulation time often falls short by several orders of magnitude in comparison to the natural relaxation time. Free energy barriers trap the simulated trajectories inside the basins of attraction. As a result, one does not sample all relevant paths. This makes the calculation of any kinetic property inaccurate.
A similar problem had been recognized to exist for thermodynamics. Because molecular simulations are confined to sample only a limited region of conformation space, ergodicity is broken 6 and thermodynamic averages are not accurate. A large set of thermodynamics-rectifying methods ͑see Refs. 7-9 for a review͒ is based on strategies that enhance sampling by facilitating the scaling of barriers in some way ͑e.g., by raising the temperature, modifying the potential energy, etc.͒. Subsequently, if the sampling strategy has a known equilibrium distribution asymptotically, states can be reweighted ͑by dividing the estimator by the incorrect weight and multiplying it by the correct one͒ to recover exact thermodynamical averages. 10 However, this is done at the expense of rendering incorrect kinetics ͑because trajectories are nonphysical, the sequencing of dynamical events is lost͒. A key question is then on whether one can devise analogous strategies to enhance kinetic calculations. Can one accelerate dynamical trajectories in some nonphysical but computationally expedient fashion, and then find a functional reweight to also recover the exact kinetics? In other words, can one dilate the short computation time to the longer time that is genuine to the evolution of the real, physical system, without altering its kinetics? The method presented herein addresses one such strategy based on the concept of negative friction.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We continue this section with a review on several methods for the calculation of conformational kinetics. In Sec. II, we then present the main idea behind the use of a negative frictional coefficient. Section III introduces our directionally negative friction method, and Sec. IV presents numerical tests on prototypical model systems of increasing dimensionality. We end with a concluding discussion section.
A number of theoretical methods attempt to address rare event problems in the calculation of kinetic properties. Transition state theory 11 ͑TST͒ defines a transition state of the system according to some order parameter and initiates trajectories from that state. However, in high dimensional systems the energy landscape is exponentially dense with saddle points and it is often difficult to identify a region of conformational space corresponding to the transition state. Other approaches rely on defining a reaction coordinate along which a free energy profile ͑a potential of mean force͒ is calculated. While kinetic rates can then be calculated from this profile, for complex systems with massively heterogeneous pathways, it is difficult to know a priori what the reaction coordinate is. For such complex cases, there has been considerable recent advances by using transition path sampling approaches that generate ensembles of dynamical trajectories to calculate kinetic properties of conformational transitions. 12, 13 While these approaches are expected to be useful in particular for large-dimensional systems ͑such as proteins or nucleic acids͒ because they need not calculate saddle points, substantial computational effort is still required to generate a representative ensemble of paths connecting an initial and final region of phase space. Thereby, the need for methods that are able to generate a multitude of conformational transition trajectories still exists. Progress along these lines is being made. For example, the stochastic difference equation method of Elber et al. for long-time dynamics 14 uses a minimization of a discretized version of a stochastic action functional with impressive speed up of the propagation of the equations of motion for proteins, with time steps that are two orders of magnitude longer than regular dynamics usually employs. Such approaches also have a diffusive-limit method as particular case. 15, 16 A distinct strategy is to make intelligent use of the availability of parallel processing from a large collection of CPUs. Given such resources, one can run so many independent physical trajectories in parallel that a rare even can be seen by reasonable probability in a relatively short time. This strategy was introduced in parallel-replica dynamical methods of the type developed by Voter 17 and further refined by Shirts and Pande, 18 who have extended dynamical simulations of protein folding in the microsecond range.
A host of other existing methods for accelerated sampling of conformational transitions is based on the paradigm of modifying the dynamics by adding external forces that drive the conformational change of interest. Examples are the "steered,"
19 "targeted," 20 or "biased" 21 molecular dynamics methods. While such approaches are valuable for inducing the transition at atomistic detail faster, in instances when large magnitude forces are needed to observe in nanoseconds what otherwise takes milliseconds, the pathways may not be characteristic for the force-free real system; this leads to incorrect kinetics. A set of recent methods recognizes the need for a correction when the dynamical propagator is different from that of the system of interest. Accordingly, trajectories generated with the modified dynamics are reweighted using weights based on either a probability functional that depends on the entire trajectory, 12, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] or depending on how the modification is made, just the equilibrium distribution probability of the initial state positions 27 or momenta. 28 Also in this category of expedient modifications, an important advance for condensed matter simulations of rare events is offered by the hyperdynamics method of Voter. 29 By adding a bias potential devised such that it raises the energy in regions other than the transition states between potential basins, transitions in hyperdynamics simulations occur at an accelerated rate. The elapsed time becomes a statistical property of the system, and rates can be calculated, in principle, exactly by importance of sampling manipulations.
The approach that we shall focus on in the present paper involves a strategy for modifying the dynamics to calculate kinetics inspired by an intriguing novel idea to use negative friction Langevin dynamics suggested by Chen et al. [30] [31] [32] The theoretical background for the development of our method follows in Sec. II.
Conformational transitions are often accurately simulated in the framework of a Langevin dynamics, which has extensive uses in multiple areas of science as an efficient method for simulating a system in which primary degrees of freedom are coupled to others whose behavior can be modeled statistically. 33 We write the Langevin equation as a pair of coupled differential equations,
where V͑r͑t͒͒ is a potential energy function, ␥ is a friction constant, r͑t͒ and p͑t͒ specify position and momentum, respectively, and ͑t͒ is a random force modeling the effects of the bath and obeying a fluctuation-dissipation relation:
͑2͒
In modeling directly with Langevin dynamics realistic systems, however, one often encounters the rare event issue: if the energy required to effect an interesting transition is many times larger than the thermal energy provided by the bath ͑specified by k B T, where k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature͒, the system must absorb a large amount of heat in order to surmount the energy barrier, an event which is exponentially unlikely ͑in energy͒. Moreover, since a system obeying Eq. ͑1͒ tends to dissipate added energy back into the bath, transition events tend to involve a long period of dwelling around a stable minimum before a crossing of the barrier is observed. Therefore, events of interest often occur over time scales that are inaccessible to straightforward simulation.
For biomolecular processes such as folding or other major conformational rearrangements, of particular interest are computational studies of transition events in which the initial and final states can be specified by the forward reaction rate, k R→P , of transition from one region to another. k R→P can be found from the time derivative of a trajectory average,
where ͗¯͘ indicates an average over an ensemble of trajectories initiated from an equilibrium distribution in phase space, and h R,P are container functions given by
For times longer than an initial transient period but shorter than the equilibration time of the system, the derivative of C͑t͒ ͑i.e., the reactive flux͒ displays a plateau corresponding to k R→P . 34 In transition path sampling, the time-correlation functions can be calculated by an advantageous factorization of C͑t͒ ͑Ref. 13͒ that reduces considerably the computational cost compared to the original formulation, but it requires umbrella sampling in phase space that still requires investing significant numerical effort.
While transition path sampling is providing a powerful strategy and a useful theoretical paradigm, it would still be useful to be able to generate directly and effectively a multitude of dynamical trajectories representative of the conformational transition of interest. In principle, C͑t͒ could be computed directly from an ensemble of trajectories initiated from the reactant region, but for low-temperature systems and/or rugged energy landscapes, this approach is inefficient, as very few trajectories will reach the product region.
A few methods have been devised to overcome this problem and to allow direct sampling of trajectories. Corcelli et al. 27 have proposed a convenient bias function of general applicability for systems with large enthalpic barriers. They apply a "puddle" potential ͑used previously by the same group to enhance thermodynamic averaging 35 ͒ that raises the potential energy well from which the trajectories are initiated, so that escape over the barrier is more frequent. Proper reweighting of the initial Boltzmann distribution of points allows for an exact expression for time-correlation functions and hence for kinetic observables. However, while the probability to leave the reactant basin is enhanced by puddling, the beneficial effect of puddling is washed-out in high dimensions by the fact that motion is accentuated in the vastitude of all directions. In previous work, we have conceived a related method that skews the Maxwellian momenta distribution only along preferential directions that are relevant for the conformational transition 28 in such a way that the important transitions are sampled more frequently; proper reweighting by the relative probability functional between the skewed and physical trajectories leads to the exact recovery of kinetic properties.
Recently, Chen and co-workers 30, 31, 36 have presented an intriguing new approach to the rare event problem in which the Brownian dynamics are altered by the introduction of a negative frictional value ␥. In contrast to positive, physical friction which dissipates energy, negative friction has the effect of pumping energy into the system to increase the probability of transitions over barriers and decreasing the amount of time in stable minima. By reweighting these trajectories, it is possible to extract accurate transition probabilities with much greater efficiency than with using a physical, positive frictional Langevin equation. While the method has been applied with success to one ͑1D͒ or two-dimensional ͑2D͒ systems, a major limitation of this approach ͑just like in the case of "puddling"͒ is that by adding energy in all dimensions, transitions of interest in high-dimensional systems are rarely sampled. In fact, in this paper, we show that a system with as few as ten dimensions may spend excessive amounts of time exploring degrees of freedom orthogonal to the reaction coordinate, creating an inefficient approach to most systems of interests. We propose a hybrid approach, in which negative frictional dynamics are propagated along a reaction coordinate of interest and positive frictional dynamics are calculated along perpendicular degrees of freedom. With a proper trajectory reweighting scheme that we propose, we may obtain accurate trajectory averages which correspond to their physical positive frictional counterparts. In principle, this method may be extended to systems of arbitrary number of dimensions, making it a useful tool for studying complex systems of interest, such as biomolecules, in which there may be thousands of degrees of freedom and a transition of interest occurs along a low-dimensional reaction coordinate manifold.
II. BACKGROUND
We consider a stochastic process ͑such as Langevin dynamics͒ that evolves according to a delta-correlated Gaussian random force ͑t͒. The probability of observing a given realization of the random force, i.e., a particular noise history P͓͑t͔͒ along the trajectory, is specified by
where C is a normalization constant and the path integral extends over the total time of the trajectory.
We can therefore write the ensemble average of any functional observable A͓͑t͔͒ ͑i.e., of an observable that depends on the entirety of the trajectory͒ as a weighed sum over all realizations of the noise history ͑t͒,
͑6͒
Utilizing the dynamical connection between the random force ͑t͒ and the trajectory r͑t͒, this average can be rewritten as a sum over trajectories. In the case of Langevin dynamics, as specified by Eq. ͑1͒, we obtain
where J͓r͔ = ‫ץ͉‬ / ‫ץ‬r͉ is the Jacobian connecting the measures D and Dr and S͓r͑t͔͒ = ͐ 0 t dtЈ͓mr͑tЈ͒ + ␥ṙ͑tЈ͒ + ٌV͑r͑tЈ͔͒͒ 2 is the "action" functional. 37 We note that the average in Eq. ͑7͒ can be written, without approximation, as
where J w ͓r͔ϵJ͓r͔ / JЈ͓r͔, SЈ and JЈ͓r͔ are the action and Jacobian functionals, respectively, for some altered dynamical scheme, ͗¯͘Ј indicates a trajectory average using the altered dynamics, and we have omitted the arguments to S and SЈ for convenience; this is the corrective, trajectory reweighting scheme that we mentioned in the Introduction section. Equation ͑8͒ is, in principle, exact but, in practice, we will achieve an accurate average only if trajectories found from realizations of the altered dynamics overlap sufficiently with trajectories from the unbiased dynamics. It would be infeasible, for instance, to calculate an average in a system obeying conventional Langevin dynamics by generating an ensemble of negative-friction trajectories and then rescaling as in Eq. ͑8͒: such trajectories are fantastically unlikely according to positive-friction dynamics. Ideally, we wish to preferentially sample the paths which are most significant in the average of A.
With this in mind, we note that if the evolution of our system is Markovian for all t and for all dynamical schemes considered, the probability of a full trajectory is simply the product of the probabilities of any series of trajectory subsections. Moreover, in general, these subsections can evolve according to different dynamical schemes. Therefore, following Chen, we consider trajectories of length t that evolve up to an intermediate time t m Ͻ t according to negative-friction dynamics and then switch to conventional Langevin dynamics for the remaining time t − t m .
Such trajectories correspond to significant paths: transition events in systems with large barriers are typically characterized by a rapid increase in the energy of the system as the barrier is surmounted, followed by a decay back to energies on the order of k B T.
In Chen's implementation, the altered dynamics are propagated according to the negative-friction Langevin equation,
and the difference in action functionals between the negativeand positive-friction dynamics is path-independent:
where H 1 and H 2 are the initial and final Hamiltonians of the system, respectively. The Jacobian term can be solved analytically 38 and comes to 
͑11͒
with n being the dimensionality of the system. In straightforward applications, when t m is constant, this term may be excluded since it is constant and does not contribute to the average in Eq. ͑8͒ ͑but see below͒.
The all-negative friction method of Chen and co-workers is effective in surmounting barriers in low-dimensional systems, but it is not efficient in simulations containing many degrees of freedom. Transition events in large systems tend to involve the motion of collective variables that are composed primarily of only a subset of the degrees of freedom in the system; trajectories generated as a result of pumping energy into all degrees of freedom, like those generated by Chen's method, are extremely unlikely. It is therefore of interest to consider schemes that can introduce energy in specific subsets of the overall conformational space of the system.
III. DIRECTIONALLY NEGATIVE FRICTION: THE METHOD

A. Fundamental idea
If we consider a Langevin equation with a generalized friction matrix,
where ⌫ is a diagonal matrix whose entries determine the friction coefficients for each degree of freedom, it is a simple matter to selectively introduce energy into the system by choosing certain diagonal entries in ⌫ to be negative. An exact average can then be recovered using Eq. ͑8͒. However, this is still a clumsy approach, as in most systems the potential V͑r͒ will be defined by variables ͑say, atomic positions in Cartesian space͒ that do not effectively define the transitions of interest in themselves. If the motion of one or more of these variables is governed by negative-friction dynamics, we are still unlikely to sample interesting pathways, as energy will be introduced along directions that may have little to do with our desired reaction coordinate. A more productive approach would be to identify a normalized guiding vector ê 0 in configuration space that points along the direction of desired motion, and apply negative friction dynamics only along that direction-that is, to transform Eq. ͑12͒ to a coordinate system in which ê 0 is a basis vector, and then set the corresponding diagonal entry in ⌫ to −␥. We would thereby avoid introducing energy into directions perpendicular to our desired path and, as such, we would generate more probable trajectories. However, such a transformation is computationally too demanding to be efficient because it would require coordinate transformations ͑rotations͒ at each step. Instead, we introduce an additional term into the Langevin equation
The dot product in the additional term renders friction negative ͑i.e., switches it from ␥ to −␥͒ in the direction parallel to ê 0 but leaves it positive in all the other directions. We note that applying a similarity transformation to Eq. ͑13͒ for which ê 0 is a basis vector in the transformed system does indeed produce an equation in the form of Eq. ͑12͒, which was our objective. In contrast to the reweighting scheme of Chen 30 using Eq. ͑10͒, the difference in action between Eq. ͑13͒ and the conventional Langevin equation is path-dependent. Specifically,
and after some algebra, we find
where the expression on the right hand side must be evaluated numerically along each trajectory. We can then determine the average of an observable A͓r͑t͔͒ by substituting this expression into Eq. ͑8͒. The Jacobian may still be derived as in Eq. ͑11͒ with d this time being set to the number of degrees of freedom defined by ê 0 that get assigned negative friction ͑in this work d = 1, but in more complex cases several directions describing large-scale cooperative motions might be included͒.
B. Identifying ê 0
Complex molecules ͑such as proteins or nucleic acids͒ have a dynamical evolution in which fast oscillatory modes are coupled to slowly varying ones. While the actual time spent by an ensemble of molecules in the fast manifold is the same as that spent in the slow manifold, the computer time needed for convergence of properties in the slow manifold ͑when simulating a single molecule͒ is much larger than that spent in the fast manifold. Therefore, identifying the slow manifold and accentuating the motion along it is a good strategy for enhanced sampling of conformational transitions. This is because in most cases motion along the slow manifold includes the largest conformational changes ͑reac-tions͒, which are often of primary interest. 39, 40 In our previous work aimed at using slow manifold dynamics to enhance the calculation of thermodynamic 41 or kinetic properties, 28 we showed that we can identify the slow manifold by calculating p s , the average of the momentum p, over t time units,
p͑͒d. ͑16͒
In order for ê 0 to point along the slow manifold ͑i.e., for the components of momentum in the fast manifold to average to zero͒, one has to choose the averaging time t to be several times larger than the period of the fast modes but smaller than those of the slow modes. Alternatively, ê 0 can be found from either a normalmode or a quasiharmonic-mode decomposition 42 by solving an eigenvalue-eigenvector problem,
and choosing the lowest-eigenvalue eigenvector obtained from diagonalizing F, which is either the Hessian of the potential ͑in the case of the harmonic modes͒ or the inverse of the covariance matrix of atomic fluctuations ͑in the case of the quasiharmonic modes͒. The normal mode decomposition can be performed only once for a minimized structure in the reactant well, and ê 0 aligned along a low-frequency mode ͑or a linear combination of several such slow modes͒. The quasiharmonic calculation can be performed, also only once, on the same trajectory that was used to generate the initial distribution of the starting conformations; again, a combination of slow quasiharmonic modes can be used. Using the momentum-averaging scheme, we showed that slow-mode directions are of promise for enhanced sampling and the exploration of large conformational changes, and have provided a hybrid MC scheme to obtain exact thermal equilibrium properties. 41 For the case of the alternative choice of ê 0 in Eq. ͑17͒, normal mode analysis have provided considerable insight into the nature of motion in many proteins. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] They have demonstrated that, in systems where an initial and a final structure are available, the first few low frequency modes are often sufficient to describe the largescale conformational changes involved in going from one structure to the other, 48, 49 particularly when collective motions are involved. 50 This strategy has worked well both for protein-DNA complexes 51 and for systems as large as the ribosome. 52 In our directional negative-friction Langevin scheme, ê 0 can be calculated around the initial minimum. Alternatively, if the system visits several stable minima, the trajectory can be constructed from a series of activation/dissipation events, with each successive ê 0 found from momentum averaging during dynamics in each minimum. In this context, the trick in Eq. ͑13͒ becomes reminiscent of the activation-relaxation technique, 53 which inverts the component of the force vector parallel to the displacement from the current position to the local minimum, while leaving unmodified all other directions. However, a straightforward adaptation of negative fric-tion along the displacement direction would still not work if the direction from the local minimum to the current position does not coincide with ê 0 . A connection is also worthwhile making here to the self-guided Langevin dynamical scheme proposed by Wu and Brooks, 54 for which the added selfaveraging guiding term is basically akin to negative friction, with the difference that the injected energy is then removed by positive friction, so the formal similarity to directionally negative friction becomes unclear.
Although the dynamics specified by Eq. ͑13͒ are unphysical, we emphasize that actual systems tend to escape deep minima via a rapid increase in energy along a few pertinent coordinates followed by a frictional dissipation. Therefore, the transition paths found from our directional negative friction method are likely to be among the probable paths connecting various minima. The bundle of such generated transition paths can be used as is, can be refined by the subsequent application of more sophisticated transition path sampling techniques, 55 or can serve as the starting ensemble for techniques that identify optimal reaction pathways. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] 
C. Efficiency tuning by adaptive choice of t m
As an additional enhancement, t m need not be set to a specific value. Rather, if information of the transition state is known, then the frictional coefficient may be switched from negative to positive as the trajectory enters the product region, i.e., adaptively. Since the time that trajectories spend in negative-friction dynamics is not consistently the same for all trajectories, the Jacobian J w ͓r͔, now trajectory dependent and no longer constant over the entire trajectory bundle, may not be neglected in calculations. In practice, Eq. ͑11͒ must now also be used when calculating the reweighting factors in Eq. ͑8͒. This may prove useful in a variety of applications, for example, if a rotatable bond is the reaction coordinate of interest then friction may be changed from negative to positive when the dihedral transitions from cis to trans, or in a system such as alanine dipeptide where a reaction coordinate is the N -H¯O = C distance, with stable minima at a short and a long distance, the dynamics may be altered when the reaction coordinate becomes far from the minima in which it started.
IV. MODEL SYSTEM EXAMPLES
As a test of our method, we consider the motion of a Brownian particle on a potential surface composed of a double well in the y direction, with n − 1 identical perpendicular "udder" 64, 65 potentials
We choose a =2, b = 0.1, c =2, d = 0.75, f = 50, and g = 0.35, so that motion along y, in the double well, is slow and the perpendicular degrees of freedom are tightly bound around x i = 0, with a large, relatively flat basin at higher values of x i . The contrast between low and high dimensionality is showcased by setting either n = 2 or 10, i.e., having either one or nine perpendicular degrees of freedom, thereby modeling a 2D or, respectively, ten-dimensional ͑10D͒ system. Figure 1 depicts a plot of the double well component of V n and one of the udder potentials as a function of distance. The double well has a local maximum at y = 1, with a barrier height V͑x =0, y =1͒ = 1 and stable minima at y = 0 and y = 2. Each udder potential has a local maximum at x i = 0.288, with a barrier height of 0.631. We consider the region for which y Ͻ 1 and x i Ͻ 0.288 for all i to be our reactant region, and the region for which y Ͼ 1 and x i Ͻ 0.288 for all i to be our product region. Although this system does not correspond to any physical system of interest, it possesses qualitative properties that correspond with a higher-dimensional, realistic system: namely, the configuration space is composed largely of uninteresting regions in which transition to the product state is nearly impossible. In our system, these regions are the states in which x i Ͼ 0.288 for one or more i; the long, flat portion of the udder potential serves as a crude approximation for the regions of a higher-dimensional potential that are not of interest. This test potential captures one of the crucial problems of Chen's negative friction method when applied to higherdimensional systems: the negative-friction dynamics will tend to drive the system randomly into regions of conformational space for which no transition is possible. In the case of V n , the negative friction dynamics will drive the system out of the well around x = 0, so that most trajectories will terminate in regions for which h p = 0 and will not contribute to the average in Eq. ͑3͒.
We suppose the dynamics of this system to be specified by the Langevin equation, Eq. ͑1͒, with ␥ = 1.0, and we take a time step ␦t = 0.01 for our numerical integration. For the variable t m method we choose the time t m to switch the sign of ␥ for each trajectory ͑i.e., we chose the transition from negative-to positive-friction dynamics to occur͒ when the trajectory first enters the product region, that is when the coordinates become such that y Ͼ 1 and x i Ͻ 0.288 for all i.
Trajectories are initiated from an equilibrium distribution in the reactant region and propagated according to either the Chen all-negative friction implementation, our direc- tional negative-friction equation with t m =1 ͓Eq. ͑13͔͒, our directional negative-friction equation with variable t m , or an unadorned Langevin equation ͑the ordinary approach͒. We then calculate the time correlation function C͑t͒ ͑see Fig. 2͒ , as specified in Eq. ͑3͒, as a weighed average of h P ͓r͑t͔͒ over all trajectories beginning in the product region using Eq. ͑8͒. After discarding the portion of the correlation function corresponding to the transient time, the rate constant, k, is calculated from a least-squares regression of C͑t͒.
Figures 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ display ln k as a function of the inverse temperature ␤, i.e., the Arrhenius plot, for systems with n = 2 and n = 10, respectively. Simulations with a direct approach of calculating the ratio in Eq. ͑3͒ using 10 7 trajectories are compared with calculations of 10 4 trajectories for the Chen implementation, our directional method with a fixed t m , our directional method with a variable t m , and "exact" values calculated using transition state theory.
While it is recognized that TST does not provide an exact rate but only an upper bound, and, as a result, that a systematic error can appear when comparing to it, TST is chosen as a reference state since the basic assumptions of the model ͑no barrier recrossings͒ should hold quite well especially in the low temperature case, which is the region we are most interested in. In both the case of n = 2 and n = 10, the direct method yields results for the barrier height that are higher than the TST approximation at high temperatures and lower than it at low temperature. For high temperatures, this is expected ͑due to the fact that the assumptions of TST break down͒ as TST gives an upper bound for the rate, therefore, underestimates the barrier; the choice of TST therefore results in a systematic error that is not reflective of the quality of the proposed method ͑which is exact in practice, but is designed to work for temperatures that are low compared to barrier heights͒. For them, i.e., for low temperatures, the error is statistical and is simply due to a lack of convergence in the numerical results because of insufficient sampling.
In other words, because the derivation of our method does not imply any approximation and is supposed to be exact in practice, insufficient sampling should give an unbiased error ͑variance error͒, and not a systematic error ͑i.e., a bias͒. Systematic deviations might be due to the fact that the comparison should not have been to TST, but to the exact, converged value. Systematic error is indeed expected because of the TST breakdown at high temperature. At low temperature, however, the TST approximation is much better so the significant error is the statistical error. It is important to emphasize that the method is designed ͑and works optimally͒ for rare event transitions that are difficult to simulate directly. Another method designed for this purpose and closely related is the puddle jumping method of Corcelli et al., 27 it is also employing TST as a reference to showcase its efficiency.
In the 2D case, the Chen method performed the best, with an error of 3.39% relative to the TST results ͑compared to 6.29% and 7.78% for the fixed and variable t m simulations͒. However in the higher-dimensional 10D case the Chen method performed poorly, by drastically underestimating the rate constant for all temperatures as simulations explored degrees of freedom perpendicular to the chosen reaction coordinate, giving an error of 36.77% relative to the TST result. In contrast, our new directional method performed quite well; while slightly underestimating rate con- 3 . ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Arrhenius plot for the 2D model system in Eq. ͑18͒ ͑1 y and 1 x dimension͒. The ordinary approach predicts the rate constant accurately for higher temperatures but for lower ones begins to perform poorly as few trajectories make the transition, while the Chen and two directional implementations all perform well in reproducing the results from transition state theory. ͑b͒ Arrhenius plot for the ten dimensional model system ͑1 y and 9 x dimensions͒. The ordinary and directional results perform similarly to their 2D counterparts, but the Chen method drastically underestimated the rate constant due to few trajectories moving to the product region because of the increase in energy that was introduced to the orthogonal degrees of freedom. For both the 2D and 10D data 10 7 trajectories were used for the ordinary approach while 10 4 were used for the Chen and directional approaches. stants relative to TST reference, the errors of 6.08% and 5.40% are on the same order as what is calculated for 1000 times as many trajectories with the direct approach ͑5.90%͒. The presence of a variable t m allows more trajectories to sample the product region: in simulations with ␤ = 16, 66.5% of trajectories went to product, while with a fixed t m only 2% did; in stark contrast, in the direct implementation only 6 ϫ 10 −5 % only made it into the product region. While the error in the Chen implementation may be reduced by sampling additional trajectories, we found that even for 10 7 trajectories it did not perform as well as the direct method, which can be attributed to wandering off in the perpendicular manifold.
By fitting a linear regression to the Arrhenius plot, the energy barrier of the transition state may be extrapolated. Since this has been defined to be 1.00 in our model ͑the units are such that k B = 1 is dimensionless͒, this serves as another comparison between methods, and the results are shown in Table I . The Chen method worked decently in the 2D case but, not surprisingly, decreased in accuracy for the 10D case. Both directional methods performed well, with the directional/variable t m giving an energy barrier of 1.11 in the 10D case, compared to 1.26 for the Chen method. The unadorned Langevin ordinary method provided quite poor estimates of the energy barrier due to the low number of transitions observed at low T.
Overall, the tests on the potential energy model of increasing dimensionality proved that while negative friction is instrumental in injecting energy that can lead to enhanced sampling of conformational transitions, and that proper reweighting recovers physically sound kinetics, the beneficial effects are exponentially diminished as the number of negatively frictioned degrees of freedom increases. Instead, if the direction of progress for the relevant conformational chance is identified, the directionally negative friction method can focus energy pumping so that relevant pathways are generated effectively; as in the original negative friction method, reweighting done based on stochastic path integral probabilities recovers the exact value of time dependent, kinetic observables.
VI. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The problem of sampling rare events trajectories, a problem of both significant interest and considerable difficulty, is caused, at its core, by free energy barriers that render the computer-generated search in conformational space nonergodic. As a consequence, there are two problems that computer simulations face and, correspondingly, two tiers of methods designed to overcome them. The first problem is that of thermodynamical averaging, which has customarily been solved by importance sampling manipulations that produce samples from an unphysical but convenient ensemble, and then reweight them according to the proper relative Boltzmann weight. The second tier, addressed in the present paper, has to do with kinetics, for which both trajectory generation and reweighting are substantially more complex. We have introduced a modification to the Langevin equation which may be used to introduce energy into specific degrees of freedom and increase the rate of observing rare events for a system. The trajectories created with this method may be reweighted to obtain dynamical information about the system as if it were obeying unbiased dynamics, thereby offering the possibility for exact calculations of kinetic properties for the system undergoing the physical, Langevin dynamics. Positive friction dynamics are propagated for an amount of time t m which may be fixed or, if information about the transition state is known, may be varied so that a trajectory obeys positive friction dynamics while in a reactant state and negative-friction dynamics while in a product state. Unlike previous negative friction dynamics implementations, this one does not introduce energy into all dimensions of the system, thus its performance does not degrade as the dimensionality of the system increases and it may therefore be used for the study of complicated system such as biomolecules. TABLE I. Energy barriers for the model system as calculated from the slope of the Arrhenius plots in Fig. 3 . For the ordinary case, the calculated barriers are well off from their actual value due to the poor sampling of transitions at low temperature. The calculated barriers for the Chen implementation became less accurate as the number of dimensions increased while the accuracy of the directional implementations was not significantly affected by the increase in the number of dimensions. 
